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PROJECT UPDATE
We are happy to announce that regardless of all covid-19
related restrictions on travel and convening, we managed
to have a TPM in Ghent, Belgium. It significantly boosted
our energy for working together, as we now know each

THE ART OF
DE-BIASING
Building a tool and
developing teaching
strategies to fight
biases

other by face and real-size (which matters!). Most of the
project activities have been focused on developing videos
scenarios and scripts, that are needed for the production
of the planned short videos (IO2) to serve our further
experimenting with biases in educational context. It
turned out to be a challenging process, with many hours
spent in discussions (sometimes passionate) within the
nominated workgroup.

https://dbias.eu/

We are looking forward to the first shooting sessions, to
be hosted by Artevelde in February, 2022.
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MEET OUR TEAM

The project and its insights into what biases are and how they affect the way
our brain processes information and misleads us has impacted both my
daily and my professional life. As a professor and researcher, I will use the
results of the project to pass on to current and future teachers the
awareness of biases and their effect on education and society.
Lut De Jaegher
Lecturer diversity-sensitive communication and coaching (postgraduate)
Artevelde University of Applied Sciences

In my role for UNESCO and the European Commission I feel a mission now
that goes beyond my contribution to our dBias project. Via new project
proposals and my coming conference keynotes, I hope to flesh this topic
further out in publications and educational policy reports.
Piet Kommers
UNESCO Professor of Learning Technologies
Drawing to Health Foundation

The experience of being part of such a multinational consortium will definitely
be of a great benefit to my organisation. Getting to know so many different
patterns of work and communication exceeds immensely the mere use of all
product results. It adds to our professional development as a team and
reinforces our organisational capacity to bring forward new project ideas.
Milena Koleva-Zvancharova
Project manager
National Training Center
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When I started studying cognitive bias, in preparation of the first output of this
project, it became clear to me that even what I think I know for sure - may not be true.
That is because of the cognitive biases that color our knowledge. On the one hand,
that made me think about whether the truth exists at all, or does everyone have their
own truth? On the other hand, it prompted me to reconsider some of my firm views,
based on knowledge which I was sure was true.
Aleksandra Borović
Lead Project Coordinator
Institute for Contemporary Education

Participating in the dBias project has made me realise that there are way
more biases affecting people all the time. Biases influence communication
and actions in a positive but also negative way. I have become more aware of
having biases myself and see others having them.
Linda Mebus
Expert Online Education
EduLin

Participation in this project was very useful for me. I become more aware of the
presence of cognitive bias in everyday life and everyday thinking, and its
influence on decision-making and thinking.
Katarina Mladenović
Psychologist
Institute for Contemporary Education

Reading about biases and doing research on the theme means, for me,
detecting them in everyday life. It is amazing how often they occur.
It is my dream to enroll the project in all teacher training educations in our
university. I truly believe it can make a considerable difference for the
learners and for the collaboration in teams.
Johanna Snoeck
Coordinator of the postgraduate ‘diversity-sensitive working,
communicating and leading
Artevelde University of Applied Sciences
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It seems to me that by participating in this project, the organization keeps
pace with what it sets as its mission and vision, and that is, a quality and
equity in education. In addition, connecting at the international level
contributes to its better and more extensive operation.
Selena Vracar
Psychologist
Institute for Contemporary Education

The dBias project has allowed me to increase my scientific knowledge about
cognitive biases, an area that was previously unknown to me. It also allowed
me to become aware of the different types of biases that exist and how they
affect the way we interact with others.
As a trainer and teacher, this project made me reflect on my own cognitive
biases and helped me to be more aware of behaviours that might bias my
teaching practice.
Ana Oliveira
Project manager
Delft Digital Learning

Just because you know where you are wrong doesn't necessarily mean you
avoid it. Learning about phenomena from a social and cognitive point of view in
the dBias project is permeated with an experiential note. Awareness of the role
of cognitive biases has made me more sensitive to the mistakes I make.
Nikola Goljovic
Psychologist
Institute for Contemporary Education
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